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Introduction 

In this Winter Semester, I have opportunity to study a subject named Architectural 

Design I (AD I). Through this subject, my mind set of designing an Project including 

brainstorming idea from its functions, design to its environmental suitability has been widen and 

skills for project implementation in CAD has been improved. 

Experience 

 Developing ideas 

Through 3 week, I have had occasion to easily reach many different interesting 

references related to architects and architecture. The Denari Project brings me an interesting way 

of thinking making a space separator, while the Neufert Data book  informs the principles. I also 

illumined the understanding about Modernism and Deconstructivism. I also find that the 

Architectural Design Process book is really helpful for me through the whole way of developing 

my idea. 

Based on the Denari Project, I made my own design of separator as a require for final 

report. However, I have done 2 trial to finalized the last design. While making the trials, the 

mistakes have been made because I was too focus on the beauty of the separator instead of the 

masterplanning, place where the design will be placed and the surrounding area. To design a 

construction, material is also a concern but I did not have a specific plan because of my lack of 

references. As a result, the design may be stunning, but the material do not match. This leads to 

the construction may not possible to construct. Dr. Bier have helped me a lot to recognize all the 

problems I had got. 

Going further to the idea, the modernism style is what my separator will have. It is 

influenced by the shape of a small dessert cake with a sphere shape. Following the sphere shape, 

the pathway looks like the S-line for the leading form order try, through the exhibition and 

bookshelves to the design studio. Thinking of the immediately entry needs, I decided making 

another entrance next to the exhibition area. In that way, the separator will have 2 flows of 

pathway. For the environment, this separator suits the best inside space, make sure the privacy 

but also the connection of 2 spaces. Concerning about the material, plastic is suitable for the 

curved façade, it is lightweight, various transparency, while metal is suitable for the basement 

because of its heavy. 

 Working on CAD 

Personally, I find Rhino 7 easy to use, especially for architects, with its friendly display. 

Mr. Latour have help me a lot in using the software. The quality of instruction videos is really 

good. Without the videos, I may waste mor time to get used to the CAD. While having the idea 

with the sketches, it is more effective for working on Rhino 7, easier to realization imagination 

and render the design.  
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